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Bulk SMS is The Best in This Modern World 

 
Source : Article Buster 

 

In the modern era of superior telecom services, text messaging through bulk SMS service provider is one 

of the most advantageous systems to reach people instantly and without much effort. 

You can get your prospective customers / existing customers to reach you by just remembering a short 

code rather than remembering their contact numbers. This facility offers you the advantage of connecting 

with your prospective customers even when you did not have their number to send bulk SMS of your 

latest updates. This database of numbers is even more valuable because these are none but your 

productive customers who are interested in the product or service you offer. So your sales conversion 

ratio from this database will definitely be much profitable than the database you bought from some other 

source. In order to arouse interest in your target audience you can run contests requesting your audience 

to respond with correct answers. 

The keyword you use in your bulk SMS campaign is an effective reason why people remember you as it is 

brief and makes people understand about the purpose of the message. There can be many diet food 

companies so the right keyword highlight your company ,even can ensure that your prospective 

customers remember you and you become their first obvious choice whenever they need the product or 

service you are offering. For example, if you are supplier of diet food then having a keyword ‘DIET’ will be 

the ideal word for people to remember and contact you when they think of diet food and so on. 

Using the keyword you have advertised as a sender ID in the promotional bulk SMS programs while 

sending your message, it will just help you in further brand building. Always keep sending information like 

tips, and ‘have you know’ facts about your industry and your target audience will in a short while this 

makes customers to start trusting and referring to your tips. After a while they may want to send enquiries 

too, accept these enquiries and send an appropriate response to them so as to feed them properly. This 

will help you to win over your audience’s trust. Interactive bulk SMS campaign is the best way to update 

your brand building. 

You can send a personalized response with the recipient’s name, and recipient’s account specific 

information while sending message. This personal touch in your interactive bulk SMS campaign will make 

the audience realize that somebody has personally checked information they asked for and have 
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responded bout their queries. This red carpet treatment is something that everyone wants because of its 

cost effectiveness. When you give your target audience what they desire they will automatically trust you 

and stay with you longer, even if you are not offering your product or service at the best market price. 

Many of the companies depend upon online SMS sending tools as it is effective. The trial version offers all 

the factors that the real one has. 

However, if you are willing the avail the advantages of bulk SMS service the best thing that can be done is 

to seek the help of a renowned bulk SMS service provider where you can get the best help to send bulk 

SMS to promote your business. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About Profitera Corporation Sdn. Bhd. 

Profitera Corporation is a leading technology provider of Revenue Collections, Debt Recovery and Agency 

Management Software Solutions. With offices in Malaysia, Singapore, the US and Partners in Asia, Middle East and 

Europe, Profitera provides solutions to help its Customers focus on their Clients and optimize Profits throughout 

their Revenue and Profitability Lifecycle. As experts in Revenue Collections, Debt Recovery and Agency 

Management, Profitera continuously brings real-time scalable technology to the doorstep of its Customers to help 

reduce Bad Debt and improve Profitability. 

 

Enterprise Revenue Collections & Debt Recovery Software Systems 

SMS Notification and 2-way SMS Interaction software platform 

Data Management and Software Integration Services 

Data Analysis, OLAP and Multi-dimensional Cubes for Online Interactive Reporting 

 


